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Introduction
Welcome to Minerva Learning Trust’s Strategic Plan which
sets out our current and future thinking about how we grow
and develop as a Trust in order to become the Schools of
Choice, Employer of Choice and Trust of Choice.
This strategic plan has been developed to guide our growth and development
leading up to 2025 and beyond.
Our Stronger Together strategy is an ambitious vision for the future.
It aims to set out a roadmap for the next five years. It also aims to set
out a broader vision for the future beyond 2025 and sets out our
commitment to achieving our broader charitable goals through which we
can, hopefully, contribute towards creating a brighter and better society.
We resolutely believe that our schools are Stronger Together and
that working together and learning together we can achieve our
ambitious 2025 vision and be outstanding together.

Together, We are Minerva
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Our Vision
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Our Vision
We will deliver
on our ‘Stronger
Together’ vision
for 2025 through
the delivery of
three key priorities;
to become the
Schools of Choice,
Employer of Choice
and Trust of Choice
by focusing upon
the following
three strategic
objectives:

Objective 1: To secure outstanding educational
provision in all of our schools so that all our children
and young people are happy, cared for and want to
learn, succeed and grow.

Schools
of Choice
Objective 3: To
maintain and develop our
position as a secure and
viable Trust that creates a
place where schools and
communities
can thrive, through
which we positively
impact upon the
wider education
system.

Trust
of Choice

Vision
2025

Objective 2: To
further develop our
offer to support and
develop our staff and
create an environment
within which they feel
valued and cared for.

Employer
of Choice
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School of Choice
‘We are Stronger Together through outstanding educational provision’
Objective 1: To secure outstanding educational provision in all of our schools so that all our children and young
people are happy, cared for and want to learn, succeed and grow.

Our Roadmap
Years 1 and 2
Further raise attainment
and continually improve
student progress
• Develop a raising attainment
strategy to improve provision
and outcomes for SEND and
disadvantaged students which
specifically focuses upon improving
literacy and oracy skills of the
hardest to reach following Covid-19
• Review our approaches to
assessment and data tracking
through embedded use of the
Trust Data Dashboard, further
refinement of our STEP data
tracking system and alignment of
Attitude to Learning and target
setting processes
• Provide ongoing support and
challenge to schools by further
refining internal and external quality
assurance processes.
• Refine data tracking systems in
response to future growth focusing
on primary and Post 16 provision.

Further develop the quality
teaching and learning

• Further expand the Central School Improvement Team to
provide support for primary, Alternative Provision (AP) and Post
16 expansion.
• Embed the Trust’s Teaching and Learning Policy and principles
in all schools, with a specific focus upon remote learning provision.
• Develop and embed a Trust wide coaching programme which
utilises expert teacher coaches to support the development
of others.
• Develop and deliver common quality assurance principles
which clearly link to our approach to performance management
and which empowers middle leaders and other staff
• Develop a Trust Digital Learning Strategy to capitalise
upon the learning from remote education to remove physical
boundaries and ensure all students can access learning at
anytime and anywhere.
• Embed the Early Career Framework into all schools and
ensure our Initial Teacher Trainers (ITT), Newly Qualified
Teachers (NQT) and Recently Qualified Teachers (RQT) receive
the highest quality of training.
• Provide targeted support from the Central School Improvement
Team to provide targeted support, facilitate the collaboration of
leaders of teaching and learning and the sharing of best practice.
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Ensure continuous refinement
of a diverse and challenging
curriculum
• Embed our common principles for curriculum
design and development across all schools
through quality assurance procedures,
targeted training and support for school
leaders and staff.
• Quality assure each school’s curriculum
offer so that every programme of study and
enrichment activity has a strong rationale for
inclusion; especially for disadvantaged and
SEND following Covid-19.
• Identify and share best practice in careers
education and work-related learning and
establish a Network Group to share the
best practice and develop a Trust wide
strategy.
• Develop a Personal Development Strategy
which outlines common principles for all
schools for high quality provision.

Ensure the best possible pastoral
care which nurtures and develops
the whole child
• Embed the Trust’s behaviour principles and
establish quality assurance systems to ensure high
standards of behaviour and engagement in all
schools.
• Develop common thresholds for Fixed Term
Exclusion and common processes for applications
for Elective Home Education.
• Review Alternative provision (AP) provision in each
area and explore options to create hub facilities to
level out access and increase quality.
• Develop a strategy to ensure high quality targeted
pastoral support that promote their physical, social
and emotional wellbeing and facilitate the sharing
of best practice and resources; with a specific focus
upon Post Covid-19 support.
• Develop a strategy to improve attendance of
disadvantaged and SEND in all schools.

Years 3 and 4
Further raise attainment
and continually improve
student progress
• Review the raising attainment
strategy for disadvantaged and
SEND and share best practice
locally and regionally.
• Develop a strategy for all schools
to effectively use data to forecast
potential areas of concern, across
all year groups, in a way which
allows for timely and impactful
interventions.

Ensure continuous refinement
of a diverse and challenging
curriculum

Further develop the quality
teaching and learning

• Create systems to share the best practice between primary
and secondary phases.
• Develop our own teaching and learning toolkit which focuses
upon face-to-face delivery and better use of technology.
• Further refine our coaching programme, for leaders at all
levels, to include school placements within and beyond the Trust.
• Refine the Minerva Collaborative Learning Alliance (MCLA)
ROUTES Teaching and Learning provision to ensure a focus
upon educational research and enables all teachers to develop
the strongest of teacher knowledge.
• Invest in technology and training so all our staff can reliably
use digital technology to support teaching and learning;
specifically, in vocational subjects and additional provision,
reduce replication of effort and workload and deliver cross Trust
enrichment activities.
• Develop a system of cross Trust open door days so that the
best practice in teaching and learning is seen, shared and
celebrated.

••••
• Further refine the raising
attainment strategy for
disadvantaged and SEND and share
best practice Nationally.
• Embed systems to ensure the
strategy is driven and understood
by leaders at all levels.

Ensure the best possible pastoral
care which nurtures and develops
the whole child

• Curriculum in all schools includes strong
elements to address environmental, diversity,
and equality issues.

• Share identified best practice in improving
attendance of the hardest to reach and expand
partnerships with external agencies to support this.

• Strengthen the links between KS2-3 and
KS4-5 curriculum planning to aid transition and
ensure stretch and challenge in all schools.

• Develop a strategy to further improve the quality
of impact of SEND provision across the Trust.

• Further development enrichment provision in
all our schools to ensure it offers breath and
diversity and enhances cultural capital and
equality of access.
• Create links to industry and the local
community within the curriculum for all
schools through an Employer Engagement
Strategy which results in high quality
apprenticeship and workplace opportunities.

• Develop a strategy and scorecard which ensures
quality of provision beyond the academic to include
enrichment, student leadership, aspiration, selfefficacy and student happiness.
• Develop quality AP hubs across the Trust which
have high quality academic provision at its core.

• Further refine the Personal Development
Strategy to improve the quality of character
education and cultural capital.

Year 5
• Recruit a team of lead practitioners and ‘Minerva Leaders of
Education’ to drive forward the quality of educational provision;
especially the quality of teaching and learning.

• Further develop a cross phase curriculum
which aids transition from KS2 to 3 and KS4
to 5.

• Establish an AP free school in Sheffield established
upon sound principles and best practice from
other Trusts.

• Utilise the Minerva Leaders of Education to deploy secondary
subject specialists into primary schools and utilise primary
school staff to further develop the quality of secondary
provision.

• Utilise the personal development strategy to
embed the Trust values in all our schools.

• Share identified best practice in improving SEND
provision and outcomes and expand partnerships
with external agencies to support this.

• Build upon research informed practice and become accredited
as a Research Hub and our staff contribute to regional and
National publications.

• Trust wide student reward system in place in
all schools which is linked to our values.

• Engage students in co-creation of enrichment
provision and activities and ensure they have a
voice in the development of our organisation.

• Become a beacon of excellence for Teaching and learning,
welcoming visitors to our schools for open days and visits and
in turn supporting the recruitment drive.
• Become a beacon of excellence for digital education, provide
support to other schools and Trusts and become a Microsoft
Showcase Trust.
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Employer of Choice
‘We are Stronger Together through employee engagement and development’
Objective 2: To further develop our offer to support and develop our staff and create an environment within which
they feel valued and cared for.

Our Roadmap
Years 1 and 2
Deliver a
comprehensive Workforce
Development Strategy
• Develop a comprehensive people strategy
in consultation with a staff working group.
• Roll out and embed EVERY HR system
• Create a set of human resources metrics
and include in the Trust Dashboard.
• Develop a strategic approach to the
Apprenticeship Levy so that we are utilising
all of the digital pot along with match
finding.

Provide high quality opportunities for
professional development

• Launch the Minerva Collaborative Learning Alliance’s ‘The Hub’ to include
an online library of CPD courses and research which also provides greater
opportunities to share, collaborate and develop research informed practice.
• Develop and roll out our Trust Coaching programme.
• Develop our Early Careers offer and enhance our offer for staff new to the
organisation; especially our links to ITT and NQT/RQT provision.
• Develop and launch a high-quality Support staff CPD ROUTES programme and
extend our ROUTES CPD programme to better provide for Post 16 and Primary
colleagues.
• Review and refine our current performance management procedures to better
align to what we stand for through creation of a Trust wide improve and not prove
approach.
• Develop the format of our annual Conference to include delivery by our
own staff.
• Continue to embed a positive culture of collaboration across the schools through
strong networking at all levels.
• Continue to build links with external agencies to be outward facing in all areas of
the organisation.
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Enhance levels of staff wellbeing
and satisfaction

• Develop our Staff Wellbeing Charter setting out our support and welfare
offer for staff.
• Develop and roll out an Employee Assistance Package for staff giving access
to services that promote their physical, social and emotional wellbeing.
• Create systems for more regular staff satisfaction surveys.
• Create better systems to communicate and celebrate success of the Trust
and our schools.
• Embed our work with Trade Unions (TU) and association colleagues.

Years 3 and 4
Deliver a comprehensive
Workforce
Development Strategy
• Develop a talent management and
succession plan for all roles within the
organisation which facilitates the best
leaders and staff to be deployed to help
others.
• Utilise EVERY HR to produce key HR
metrics to monitor workforce and ensure
continuous improvement.
• Further refine our approach to the
Apprenticeship Levy to ensure it
aids succession planning and career
development.

Provide high quality opportunities for
professional development

• Develop MCLA to provide targeted support for CPD and educational research.
• Further develop and embed our support staff programme and share best
practice locally and Nationally.

Enhance levels of staff wellbeing
and satisfaction

• Review and refine our Staff Wellbeing Charter and Employee Assistance
programme in line with staff feedback.
• Develop a staff rewards and recognition system.

• Further develop our ROUTES Staff Development Pathway – clearly setting out
training and development at each stage of teaching and support staff careers.
• Embed coaching programme and extend to create formal systems for job
shadowing, job swaps and experiences in other Trust schools for all staff.
• Create an explicit link between performance and our ROUTES CPD programme
and staff development pathway for all staff.
• Open our ROUTES programme and Trust conference up to regional partners.
• Further develop collaboration of QA through the Heads and Senior Leaders.
• Ensure the performance development system and procedures support the
culture of self-directed CPD for both teaching and support staff.

Year 5

••
• Utilise Apprenticeship levy as part of our
ROUTES CPD programme and our talent
management strategy.

• Create ‘Minerva Leaders of Education’ programme – a flagship programme for
facilitating cross school working where the best teaching and support staff are
deployed to sustain and deepen impact in other school and settings.

• Create a clear career trajectory for each
role within the organisation; teaching and
support staff.

• Investigate involvement in delivery of Nationally accredited qualifications
through our MCLA Training Hub.

• Roll out a staff rewards and recognition system.

• Become a beacon of excellence for professional development; especially for
support staff, and open our ROUTES programme to National partners and ensure
our staff contribute towards the delivery of CPD by other organisations.
• Promote our performance management system and CPD provision as a key
reason to work for Minerva.
• Open Trust conference to National colleagues.
• Embed a culture of, and build in opportunities, for individuals to access, engage
with and ultimately lead their own research informed CPD.
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Trust of Choice
‘We are Stronger Together through support and collaboration’
Objective 3: To maintain and develop our position as a secure and viable Trust that creates a place where schools
and communities can thrive, through which we positively impact upon the wider education system.

Our Roadmap
Years 1 and 2
Continue to develop a
culture of one organisation

Develop business services that support
efficiency and effectiveness

• Align our mission, vision and
values in all our processes.

• Continue to ensure financial stability and implement high
levels of internal control.

• Develop a strong identity so that
everyone is clear who we are, why
we exist and what we do.

• Establish systems to fully embed central Standard Operating
Procedures in order to achieve greater levels of consistency and
compliance.

• Develop strong marketing and
communications strategy to
celebrate success and build a strong
reputation within the local area and
ensure the Minerva brand is visible
in all schools and settings.

• Develop a robust three-year digital strategy that unifies the
organisation under one single tenancy and which has a positive
impact upon staff efficiency and reduces workload.

• Develop and launch a Trust wide
values rewards system for our
students.
• Develop systems to communicate
our Trust Offer to staff, parents/
carers and stakeholders.
• Identify where schools have
successfully engaged parents
and see what can be replicated/
standardised.

• Complete a review of our ICT Infrastructure and ensure a
three-year refresh programme is in place in all areas of the
organisation. Implement phase 1 of the strategy.
• Develop a Trust Estates Management Plan and a Condition
Improvement Plan for each school and ensure they are fully
costed.
• Develop and roll out a Risk Management Strategy and
establish a separate Risk and Audit Committee which is
supported by a strong programme of internal audit.
• Further develop the strategic use of our risk register in all
settings and ensure it informs a robust business continuity and
disaster recovery plan.
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Secure strong
leadership at all levels

• Fully embed our governance structures and
functions and ensure effective quality and
establish a Governance internal review system.
• Develop and roll out a Governance
ROUTES CPD and induction programme and
development of a Governance Succession
plan.
• Revise our Trust leadership ROUTES
programme to aid succession planning.
• Continue to foster good relationships with
existing partners; Sheffield Trust, learn
Sheffield, Department for Education. ITT
providers, Ambition Institute.
• Empower Heads and senior teams to lead
the improvement journey within schools,
identifying and growing talent and in turn
supporting succession planning.
• Provide targeted support to ensure our
schools are Ofsted ready and grow the
number of staff trained as Ofsted Inspectors
across our organisation.

Develop a strategic
approach to Trust growth

• Develop a marketing plan for promotion of the
Trust to other MATs and schools.
• Further refine and clarify our Trust Dividend to
make levels of accountability and autonomy clear.
• Develop a Growth Strategy which aligns to our
mission, vision and values and which keeps the
identity which reflects the local context.
• Explore growth into the primary sector and expand
Post 16 provision through Chapeltown Hubs.
• Deliver marketing plan to enhance social media
presence, parental communications, and Minerva
Trust Dividend. Focusing on promotion and
marketing what we have done well and what we can
offer to others.
• Ensure the financial health and sustainability
continues to support the growth of the Trust.

Years 3 and 4
Continue to develop a
culture of one organisation

• Create Trust Ambassador roles to provide
students with an opportunity to get
involved in the wider work of the Trust.
• Provide a programme of Trust wide
student events, experiences and
competitions.
• Create staff working groups and
opportunities for meaningful consultation
within Trust wide projects and
developments.
• Develop approaches across our schools
which support parental engagement in
their child’s learning.
• Develop a community engagement
strategy which is supported by key partners.
• Establish effective systems to
ensure there is regular updates and
communication to all stakeholders about
progress with regards to the Trust’s mission
and vision.

Develop business services that support
efficiency and effectiveness

Secure strong
leadership at all levels

• Review our Investment Strategy and develop a more strategic
approach to ensure sufficient gains from our Reserves.

• Further evolve quality assurance process and
internal/external review.

• Review and align the Central team structure in line with growth.

• Further develop our Governance CPD
programme and extend to include development
of an internal review system.

• Revise Quality Assurance systems for business services and
educational provision in line with growth.
• Review central service offer, central service charge and approach
to school funding to ensure greatest efficiency and ensure
financial resource is targeted to front line delivery.
• Further develop and refine our digital strategy and implement
phase two. Ensure strategic financial planning for this next stage
of development.
• Deliver the Estates Management and Condition Improvement
Plan, ensuring these are fully costed and budgeted in the long term.
• Build Risk Management processes into all areas of the
organisation and implement a robust system of compliance
checklist for estates, data and ICT.

Develop a strategic
approach to Trust growth

• Review and expand the central School
improvement Team to meets the needs
of any growth.
• Develop a marketing plan for
promotion of each of our schools .

• Visit other Trusts to learn how we can
continuously improve.

• Develop a communications toolkit and
strategy for each of our schools.

• Create systems for schools within the Trust
to share good practice with colleagues beyond
the Trust.

F • urther develop growth in the primary
sector and continue the work to develop
Post 16 and AP hubs across the City.

• Get involved in delivery of National
programmes – e.g., Ambition institute.
• Develop a Trust to Trust Peer review
system which focuses upon all areas of the
organisation.

• Develop a package of services which offers external support to
other Schools/Trusts to develop business services.

Year 5
• Create a Trust Student Council and a Staff
Council to guide the future development of
the Trust.
• Create a Trust Parent Focus Group.
• Develop adult education in communities
that need it through development of adult
education hubs and supported by external
partnerships.
• Enhance the range of community
activities and programmes delivered.

• Develop a transparent, fair and equitable funding model for
schools to ensure all schools needs are met.
• Develop and Environmental Strategy to reduce financial burdens,
energy consumption environmental impact.
• Develop a clear asset management plan.
• Utilise robust Risk Management processes to inform strategic
planning and decision making across all areas of the organisation.
• Become a beacon of excellence for digital education, provide
support to other schools and Trusts and become a Microsoft
Showcase Trust.

• Establish a Governance Peer Review system.
• Offer mentoring and support to other Trusts
within the sector.
• Participate in local, regional and National
initiatives designed to support development
of the educational landscape, especially in
Sheffield.
• Investigate ways in which the Trust can work
with other Trusts to increase efficiency and
effectiveness of back office functions.
• Ensure there is a culture whereby everyone
in the organisation is a leader, and sharing best
practice and willingly and openly collaborating,
is the norm.

• Develop marketing plan to play a more
active role across the sector.
• Continue to build relationships with
the RSC, other Trusts and play and
contributory role towards system
leadership within and beyond Sheffield.
• Establish an AP Free School in
Sheffield.
• Explore expansion beyond Sheffield.
• Develop sophisticated provision to
support a strong network of primary
schools.
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7 Shay House Lane
Stocksbridge
Sheffield
S36 1FD

0114 283 84 38
www.minervalearningtrust.co.uk
@MinervaTrust

Inclusion | Independence | Respect | Success
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